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Substrate MaterialsBy Christopher HendersonIn this section we will cover substrate materials. These are thematerials used to create interposers and other substrates used inmicroelectronics packaging. Lets begin with some terms and definitions. Engineers andscientists in the semiconductor industry use the term interposer todescribe a substrate that goes in between the die and the printedcircuit board. It is used to route and re-distribute signals to adifferent and/or larger footprint. We use the term BU or build-up torefer to the layers—both conducting and insulating—that create theinterconnect between the die and the printed circuit board. Theselayers are typically built upon a core substrate material. We use theterm thermoset to refer to an epoxy system that cures by theapplication of heat. Also importantly, once the thermoset is curedthe process cannot be reversed; it is “set.”Many printed circuit boards and substrates in use today arecomposed of a material called FR4. The FR in FR4 stands for fireretardant. The 4 in FR4 is a particular composition that is a glassfiber epoxy laminate. 1.60mm FR4 uses 8 layers of (7628) glassfiber material. 7628 is a common glass fabric that has a particularweight, thickness, warp and weft. The red UL/manufacturers logo isin the middle (layer 4). FR3 is mainly a European product. It is
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basically FR2, but instead of phenolic resin it uses an epoxy resin as binder. The basic layer is paper. FR2is a paper material with phenolic binder. It is UL94-V0. FR1 is basically the same as FR2, but it has ahigher glass transition temperature of 130ºC instead of 105ºC for FR2. Some laminate manufacturers thatproduce FR1 will not produce FR2, since the costs and usages are similar and there is no advantage tomaking both. CEM stands for composite epoxy material. CEM-1 is a paper based laminate with one layer of (7628)woven glass fabric. It is not suitable for creating plated through holes. CEM-3 is very similar to FR4.Instead of woven glass fabric a “flies” type is used. CEM-3 has a milky white color and is very smooth. It isa complete replacement for FR4 and has a very large market share in Japan. A “prepreg” is an epoxycoated glass fabric. It has two usages: as a dielectric layer in multilayer PCBs, and as the raw material forFR4. 8 layers of “7628” prepregs are used in one sheet of 1.60mm FR4. The central layer (no. 4) usuallycarries the red company/UL logo. Plated through holes—or PTH—provide electrical connection from oneside of the board to another, or from one layer within the board to another. Plated through holes can bemade on FR4 and CEM-3 boards, but not on the other types. Finally, the term IPN —or InterpenetratingPolymer Network—is a term used for a polymer comprising of two or more networks, which are at leastpartially interlaced on a polymer scale.Here are the physical properties of some of the more common printed circuit board materials. Wecompare dielectric constants, surface resistance, volume resistance, glass transition temperature arcresistance, flexural strength lengthwise, flexural strength crosswise, coefficients of thermal expansion andsuitability for plated through holes. Notice that FR4 has a relatively high glass transition temperature, asuperior arc resistance, and high flexural strength, both lengthwise and crosswise. Another advantage toFR4 is that it is a suitable material for plated through holes.
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Here is an example of a board manufactured from FR4. Untreated FR4 is usually transparent. Thegreen color comes from the solder mask in the PCB finished product. Here we have increased themagnification on a portion of the board. Notice that the solder traces are visible, along with the platedthrough holes. The white lettering and outlines are added to help with placement of components duringthe board assembly process.

This is a cross section example of a multi-layer board with core resin and build up layers. Theinterconnection occurs through plated through holes and vias. The key defects due to processing andintrinsic CTE mismatches between various components or materials issues are: cracks through dielectriclayers, cracks through plated through holes, delamination of vias, delamination at metal/dielectricinterfaces, and defects in the dielectrics.
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This figure shows some of the typical substrate failures that can occur with a substrate that contains acore structure, plated-through-holes and build-up materials. These failures include mechanisms seen inhighly accelerated stress testing (HAST) such as: lead migration over or under the solder resist at theinterface, copper migration in cracks in the dielectric, and via delamination. Other types of failures seen intemperature cycling include: copper line cracks due to dielectric cracking, barrel cracking, viadelamination, and polymer cracks.
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Technical TidbitBasic Steps for Characterizing a Decapsulation ProcessThere are several steps to creating a successful process for decapsulating an IC. Barry and NancyWeavers of Left Coast Instruments put together a checklist of 8 steps to help you accomplish this task. Wesummarize the steps below.
First, determine the acid type:90% Fuming Nitric Acid (HNO3) is the least expensive, and is the lowest grade that willdecapsulate plastic packages. 98% Fuming Nitric Acid (HNO3) produces a faster etch rate, with much less metal damage. It canalso be used over a wider temperature range. Red Fuming Nitric Acid (HNO3) can be used with some systems, like the Elite Etch. 96 to 98% Sulfuric Acid (H2SO4) is the least expensive, and is the lowest grade that willdecapsulate high-temperature packages. 20% Fuming Sulfuric Acid (H2SO4) produces a faster etch rate, with much less metal damage. 
Next, determine the etch temperature:Failure analysts typically use HNO3 in the 75 to 80°C range, mixed acids in the 80 to 90°C range,and H2SO4 in the 220 to 250°C range. In packages where unpassivated metals are used, adifferent technique is required. A mix of 3:1 is commonly used. The temperature range shouldbe between 30 and 50°C in order to protect the metallization. The etch rate will be muchslower, but the metal will be better preserved.
Next, determine the heat up time:Programming the heat-up time depends on the mass of the device. Start with the maximum heat-up time. Drop the time in 5-second increments until the etched hole is reduced in size. Add 5seconds to the reduced heat-up time for the correct heat-up time. 
Next, determine the etch volume:The etch volume is the amount of acid used (ml/min) that is programmed in the etch time. As ageneral rule, when using nitric acid one should start with a volume of 3 ml/min. The color ofthe waste material will determine the correct volume. If the waste acid is light brown to clearthe volume is too high. If it is dark brown and not moving freely the volume is too low. If thewaste acid is brown and moving freely the volume is correct.
Next, determine the correct fixturing:Once the above have been determined, the correct fixturing can be chosen. The acid type used fordecapsulation determines the definition gasket.
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Next, determine the etch time:The etch time is the amount of time (in seconds) that the device is actually being etched. Theeasiest way to determine the etch time is to run a sample of the package for a short period oftime. For SO and TSOP packages start with 10 seconds; for all other packages 60 secondsworks well as a starting time - these are your base etch times.
Next, choose Pulse or Reciprocal Etch mode:The choice of pulse or reciprocal etch mode determines the relative angle of the sidewall. Areciprocating etch will produce a relatively straight sidewall, while pulse etch will produce amore rounded sidewall. 
Finally, determine the rinse time:The rinse time serves two functions. The first is to clean the part with cold acid and flush the partand waste line before nitrogen flush. The second, and very important function, is to make verysmall changes to the etch cavity. Start with “No Rinse” and then adjust as required.If you follow these steps, you should be able to achieve good, repeatable results, like we show in theimage below.
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Ask the Experts

Q: I analyzed a customer return
failure and the failure
mechanism appears to be
voiding due to intermetallic
growth. What do you think
happened to this part?

A: Based on the evidence, the partyou're analyzing saw hightemperatures for an extendedperiod of time. We can't tell fromthe images when that might have happened though. It could have occurred duringbonding (not likely, but possible), during some other portion of the assemblyoperation (also not likely, as you would have had many other failures), or duringfield use (more likely). You'll need to work with your customer to track down theroot cause. Are other bond pads on this chip showing the same voiding?
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Spotlight: Semiconductor ReliabilityOVERVIEWSemiconductor reliability is at a crossroads. In the past, reliability meant discovering, characterizingand modeling failure mechanisms and determining their impact on the reliability of the circuit. Today,reliability can involve tradeoffs between performance and reliability, assessing the impact of newmaterials, dealing with limited margins, etc. Analysis and experimentation is now performed at the waferlevel instead of the packaging level. This requires knowledge of subjects like: design of experiments,testing, technology, processing, materials science, chemistry, and customer expectations. While reliabilitylevels are at an all-time high level in the industry, rapid changes may quickly cause reliability todeteriorate. Your company needs competent engineers and scientists to help solve these problems.
Semiconductor Reliability is a thtee- to five-day course that offers detailed instruction on a variety ofsubjects pertaining to semiconductor reliability. This course is designed for every manager, engineer, andtechnician concerned with reliability in the semiconductor field, using semiconductor components, orsupplying tools to the industry.Participants learn to develop the skills to determine what failure mechanisms might occur, and how totest for them, develop models for them, and eliminate them from the product.1. Overview of Reliability and Statistics. Participants learn the fundamentals of statistics, samplesizes, distributions and their parameters.2. Failure Mechanisms. Participants learn the nature and manifestation of a variety of failuremechanisms that can occur both at the die level and at the package level. These include: time-dependent dielectric breakdown, hot carrier degradation, electromigration, stress-inducedvoiding, moisture, corrosion, contamination, thermomechanical effects, etc.3. Qualification Principles. Participants learn how test structures can be designed to help test for aparticular failure mechanism.4. Test Strategies. Participants learn the basics on how to test test structures, design screening tests,and how to perform burn-in testing effectively.COURSE OBJECTIVES1. The seminar will provide participants with an in-depth understanding of the failure mechanisms, teststructures, equipment, and testing methods used to achieve today’s high reliability components.2. Participants will be able to gather data, determine how best to plot the data and make inferences fromthat data.3. The seminar will identify the major failure mechanisms, explain how they are observed, how they aremodeled, and how they are eliminated.4. The seminar offers a variety of video demonstrations of analysis techniques, so the participants canget an understanding of the types of results they might expect to see with their equipment.5. Participants will be able to identify basic test structures and how they are used to help quantifyreliability on semiconductor devices.6. Participants will be able to knowledgeably implement screens that are appropriate to assure thereliability of a component.7. Participants will be able to identify appropriate tools to purchase when starting or expanding alaboratory
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INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGYBy using a combination of instruction by lecture, video, problem solving and question/answersessions, participants will learn practical approaches to the failure analysis process. From the very firstmoments of the seminar until the last sentence of the training, the driving instructional factor is
application. We use instructors who are internationally recognized experts in their fields that have yearsof experience (both current and relevant) in this field. The handbook offers hundreds of pages ofadditional reference material the participants can use back at their daily activities.THE SEMITRACKS ANALYSIS INSTRUCTIONAL VIDEOS™One unique feature of this workshop is the video segments used to help train the students. ReliabilityAnalysis is a visual discipline. The ability to identify nuances and subtleties in graphical data is critical tolocating and understanding the defect. Some tools output video images that must be interpreted byengineers and scientists. No other course of this type uses this medium to help train the participants.These videos allow the analysts to directly compare material they learn in this course with real analysiswork they do in their daily activities.COURSE OUTLINE

Day One (Lecture Time 8 Hours)1. Introduction to Reliabilitya. Basic Conceptsb. Definitionsc. Historical Information2. Statistics and Distributionsa. Basic Statistics b. Normal Distributionc. Lognormal Distributiond. Weibull Distributione. Exponential Distributionf. Which Distribution Should I Use?g. Data Handling
Day Two (Lecture Time 8 Hours)3. Die-Level Failure Mechanismsa. Time Dependent Dielectric Breakdownb. Hot Carrier Damagec. Negative Bias Temperature Instabilityd. Electromigratione. Stress Induced Voiding 
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Day Three (Lecture Time 8 Hours)4. Package Level Mechanismsa. Ionic Contaminationb. Moisture/Corrosionc. Thermo-Mechanical Stressd. Thermal Stress/Cycling5. Use Condition Mechanismsa. Electrical Overstress/ESDb. Radiation
Day Four (Lecture Time 8 Hours)6. Test Structures and Test Equipmenta. Test Structuresi. Parametric Test Structuresii. Reliability Test Structuresiii. Self-Stressing Test Structuresb. Test Equipmenti. Packaged Part Testingii. Wafer Level Testing7. Developing Screens, Stress Tests, and Life Testsa. Burn-Inb. Life Testingc. HAST8. Package Attach (Solder) Reliability9. Board Level Reliability Mechanisms10. Calculating Chip and System Level Reliability11. Future Reliability Challenges
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Upcoming Courses(Click on each item for details)
Semiconductor ReliabilitySeptember 2 – 4, 2015 (Wed – Fri)Munich, Germany

EOS, ESD and How to DifferentiateSeptember 7 – 8, 2015 (Mon – Tue)Munich, Germany
Product QualificationSeptember 9 – 10, 2015 (Wed – Thur)Munich, Germany

MEMS Packaging and ReliabilitySeptember 14 – 15, 2015 (Mon – Tues)Boston, Massachusetts

FeedbackIf you have a suggestion or a comment regarding our courses, onlinetraining, discussion forums, or reference materials, or if you wish tosuggest a new course or location, please call us at 1-505-858-0454 orEmail us (info@semitracks.com).To submit questions to the Q&A section, inquire about an article, orsuggest a topic you would like to see covered in the next newsletter,please contact Jeremy Henderson by Email(jeremy.henderson@semitracks.com).We are always looking for ways to enhance our courses and educationalmaterials.~For more information on Semitracks online training or public courses,visit our web site!http://www.semitracks.com
To post, read, or answer a question, visit our forums.

We look forward to hearing from you!

http://training.semitracks.com/forums
http://www.semitracks.com/courses/packaging/mems-packaging-and-reliability.php
http://www.semitracks.com/courses/reliability/product-qualification.php
http://www.semitracks.com/courses/analysis/eos-esd-and-how-to-differentiate.php
http://www.semitracks.com/courses/reliability/semiconductor-reliability.php
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